• Just a quaint little villa in the hills

• The back yard pool
• Man made cave and hot tub inside the home

• A collection of exotic animals - which were cared for in the grandest fashion by the way
• 7 Lions were on the property

• Rare tiger
• Photos of a Mexican Drug Lord's home after being raided.

• Exotic art collection - some of which was illegal to own - some stolen
• Just a small collection of guns - these people are not really dangerous at all.....

• Gold Guns
• Gold and Titanium 45 Calibre semi-automatic pistols - they found 16 like this.

• Go and kill in the name of the Lord my son! There was a matched pair of these found.
• 357 Magnum semi-automatic with solid-gold grips.

• Gun collection
• More Gold machine guns and pistols - most were never fired, just held for collection value
• More guns than you could ever imagine!

• Each of these stacks of 100s holds $250,000
• This pile of cash before it was counted was estimated to be approximately $18 Million!
• After it was counted it turned out to be a little more than $22 Million!
• They also had Columbian money, Mexican Pesos, and Chinese Yen, though they preferred American dollars for the most part.

• Guns were hidden all over the house along with ample Ammo just in case of trouble.
• Stacks of cash were found in every nook and cranny

• Case filled with $100s, estimated to be $500,000
• 18 plastic bins filled with $100 bills were found
• Another cabinet stacked tight with cash

• They just burned it all down!